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A little pop/folk/country with a splash of 70's psychedelic/cop show in the production here and there. 11

MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock, FOLK: Folk Pop Details: Jannel Rap is a singer/songwriter in

the vein of Sheryl Crow, Joni Mitchell, Carole King and Traci Chapman. Her 4th album, "BLUE" was

chosen as one of the top 3 best releases of 2001 by the Orange County Register. Her music and her

cause, getting attention for the missing, was just profiled on the front page,above the fold-no less of the

Orange County Register May 20, 2005 as well as, local papers and TV News! Jannel has performed with

many national artists including Nickel Creek, Louden Wainwright III, Sophie B. Hawkins, Eddie Money,

John Waite, Lowen  Navarro and Susan Gibson. Currently, listen for Jannel's music on radio stations

across the country. On October 17, 2000, Regina "Gina" Bos disappeared after a performance in Lincoln,

Nebraska. Gina loved being the mom of three children, being the center of attention, camping, dancing,

performing regularly gigs and using her multifaceted imagination to create artistic beauty out of literally

anything. When screaming at the moon produced no results, GINA for Missing Persons was created to

gain attention for the missing not able to get attention for themselves. GINA for Missing Persons utilizes

all forms of media, entertainment and sports as a large megaphone growing in strength and numbers so

the whole world will hear that every missing person is important. Not just the missing that fit the criteria of

the national public; but all the Gina's, Joshua's, Shania's, Joanna's, Sarah's, Heaven's, Brianna's,

Adrianna's, Jennifers, Barry's, Rachel's, Tamika's, Michael's and Maura's...the value of one, so clear.

ka-lai-do-schope, a collectable? IF this is something you are interested in: The first series of collectable

ka-lai-do-schope CD's sold will be autographed by Jannel. The spine on the CD is upside down, so once

the first run is sold there will be no more like these! HURRY! They are going fast! Look for Jannel, her

music and most importantly, the stories of the missing on the new fall series "America Lost and Found" on
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a soon to be announced cable network. check out Americalostandfound.org, 411Gina.org, 411Warrioror

Jannelrapfor more details.
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